
 
 

Five Finger Furnishings, creator of one-of-a-kind seating for interior designers, to 
launch its first retail line at NY NOW 

New Studio Series brings a custom, interior designer look to any home or office 
 

Contact Melissa@fivefingerfurnishings.com for more information.	
	
Five Finger Furnishings, designer and creator of one-of-a-kind, artisanal seating for interior 
designers, is introducing its Studio Series line for retail sale at NY NOW (August 21-24 at the 
Jacob Javits Center in NYC). Five Finger Furnishings has been recognized as “trendsetting” 
and has recently been featured in Interior Design magazine, Houzz and Curbed, as well as 
international publications.  All products certified as Made in Brooklyn, NY. 
 
“We’ve distilled the latest trends from our work with interior designers, and tailored them for 
consumers who are looking for the one distinctive piece that will make their room more 
expressive and personal, “ says Melissa Dougherty, Owner and Creative Director. 
 
Each piece in the Studio Series layers a collage of rich texture and vibrant color combinations 
on a clean, simple form. “The elemental line of our seating ensures that the each one is 
striking and sophisticated—with an individual twist!”  
 
Working with its partners, Five Finger Furnishings has created a ‘small batch’ approach to 
seating production, enabling a one-of-a-kind sensibility at retail price points.  Pieces are 
handcrafted in Brooklyn using traditional tools and techniques, and customized to order. 
 
New products include vanity-sized stools and mini-benches.  Each is both fun and 
sophisticated, coordinating a two woven, geometric textile with a lush textured seat in ice 
blue, white sand or flame red.   The result?  A colorful dash of style, at just the right scale for 



modern living—Seats that are perfectly sized to adorn the end of a hall, set off a window, 
punctuate the end of a bed, or provide a welcome seat in the entryway. 
 
Highlights of the collection include: 
 
12 Button Benches are 36” long and 12” deep, with a 17” seat. 
 
Vanity-sized stools, available in two styles:  with or without a back. Each stool is a beautiful 
24” x 12” seat-for-one. 
 
Maki Yamamoto fabric designs are available on the backless vanity-sized stools and 12 
Button Bench, adding ribbons of color and a couture ethos.  Maki Yamamoto is trained in 
fashion design and has completed interior projects for Chanel, Dior and Guerlain; as well 
as Amy Lau, Pierce Allen, and others. More at www.maki-yamamoto.com  
 
About Five Finger Furnishings 
 
Owner and creative director Melissa Dougherty is a master upholsterer, trained in traditional 
techniques—as well as a serial entrepreneur with a background in painting and sculpture.  
Five Finger Furnishings merges traditional, artisanal upholstery techniques with a painterly 
vision and the clean lines and balanced forms of mid-century modern design.  Melissa 
collaborates with interior and fabric designers and sells finished chairs, sofas and benches 
directly to the consumer and trade, at retail and online.  The Studio Series is Five Finger 
Furnishings line of products that are designed and created in its Brooklyn studio. 
 
More at www.fivefingerfurnishings.com, or follow us @five_finger_furnishings 

	


